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It's been a wonderful year
for the Mises Institute, the
Austrian School, and freemarket economics generally.
In addition to publishing
our five regular periodicals,
sending out weekly op-eds,
and appearing in national
magazines, our scholars have
carved out more opportunities to be heard than ever before.
We've sponsored four major conferences, assisted students with fellowships and
study material at more than 600
universities here and abroad,
sponsored and reprinted classic books and monographs,
and backed the finest economic and historical research
and writing appearing today.
For a full report, read our
1996 Accomplishments.

How did the elections turn
out? Better than expected. At
the state level, voters rejected
pro-tax initiatives and imposed
strict tax ceilings. Big unions
lost most of the races they targeted, as did the greens and the
race-quota lobby. California and
Arizona attempted to nullify a
federal law, and in our state of
Alabama, voters rejected pensions for state legislators.
At the national level, many
good guys fared well. When exit
pollsters asked if we need more
government or less, a vague but
still revealing question, less beat
more by 11 points. What of the
fate of the GOP standardbearer? Well, he campaigned as
a lifetime prisoner of the Beltway; a man who says signing
welfare checks for whole classes
is a public virtue.
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AN AUSTRIAN
ON WALL STREET

The hottest new business
book is The '!rouble with Prosperity
(Times Books) by James Grant.
Grant applies the Austrian theory
of the business cycle to recent financial history; with fabulous results. He rips the Fed and the
government for pumping up the
markets with credit, creating false
prosperity; and then preventing
the downturn. And what a writer
Grant is!
This book has generated new
attention for the Austrian theory;
and reviewers haven't failed to
mention the original sources of
Grant's theoretical apparatus. 1bis
in turn has put the spotlight on our
new edition of The Austrian Theory
of the 'Irade Cycle and Other Essays,

with essays by Mises and Murray
Rothbard, including a new preface
and postscript by our scholar Roger
Garrison (Auburn University).

IN THE WHITE HousE (AND A G ooD GUY)

Some people say peace and prosperity guarantee political victories for incumbents. That view is too
deterministic (incumbents can also use crisis to their advantage). Even so, we're not in a war (even if U.S. troops
cover the globe) and we're not in a depression (just another year in the prolonged stagnation dating from 1973),
so the shifty guy at the top took the credit.
But it's interesting, as Richard McKenzie (University of California, Irvine) has shown, that the Clinton years
have also coincided with relatively slower growth in federal government spending (in real terms, 1 percent versus
3 percent in the 1980s). Top story: private production, though sluggish, outpaces federal plunder. An
explanation? Mises's Human Action is not mandatory White House reading, yet, so it appears the pressure for
some modicum of restraint is coming from below. Another good thing about Clinton: he's so impeachable.
We don't put our faith in politics, but at least one politician has never let down the cause of liberty. In the
House, Dr. Ron Paul earned the finest record of any Congressman in the post-war era (a 99 percent rating from
the NTU, for example). Surely the most well-read and intelligent legislator, and the most economically savvy;
he's been a distinguished adviser to the Mises Institute since our founding in 1982. He also frequently appears
in The Free Market, and speaks at our conferences.
Ron left Congress to practice medicine, but frustrated by the philosophical incoherence of the l04th
Congress, he decided to run again. His opponent, a trial lawyer named "Lefty;" was an AFL-CIO favorite with
plenty of cash to spare. When Lefty accused Ron of wanting to abolish the government, Ron said he merely
wanted a 90 percent cut. Voters loved it, and Ron won a solid victory. He now goes to Washington to hold
a few hundred feet to the fire .
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Lew Rockwell. Lew argued that the
key issues were "free markets, federalism, and foreign-policy isolationis·m , the core concerns of the framers ."
Said Lew: we need "huge tax cuts,
huge spending cuts, the return of real
states rights (not the phony version
offered by the Clinton-Dole welfare
bill), and a restoration of the civil
and economic liberties guaranteed
by the Constitution." •

Writing in The Freeman, Hans
also praises two "marvelously insightful" articles on war by Ralph
Raico (State University College at
Buffalo), a historian who will serve
on the faculty of this summer's Mises
University at Auburn's beautiful
Charles and Thelma Dixon Conference Center. •
FROM A FORMER
MISES FELLOW

WAR AND STATISM

It's only a matter of weeks before
the volume The Costs ofl#:lr appears.
Published by Transaction Publishers
at Rutgers University and edited by
our vice chairman John V Denson,
it's the most rigorous, principled,
free-market attack on the warfare
state ever written. It revives a great
tradition of radical libertarian theory
with a strongly pro-American bent.
The contributors are among the best
scholars and writers today.
.The volume grows out of a conference we held by the same name
that attracted a large crowd and effectively set the tone for a moral foreign policy in the post-Cold War era.
And what is that? Defend our borders, mind our business, trade with
all, and keep government within the
strict boundaries set by the Constitution. Covering history, philosophy,
economics, and political theory, this
is a blockbuster. We're bracing for the
fallout, and looking forward to it. •
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A major contribution to that volume is by our senior fellow HansHermann Hoppe (University of
Nevada, Las Vegas), the leading
high-theoretician of the Austrian
movement. In his article, he argues
that the First World War spelled
doom for civilization and set the
stage for the total state at home and
abroad. Said polymath (and friend of
Mises) Erik von Kuehnelt-Leddihn at
a recent conference of the Center for
Libertarian Studies: "Hoppe's theses
are so brilliant that I'm embarrassed I
didn't come up with them myself."
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Now an economics professor,
Sandra Klein (University of Georgia,
Gwinnett) had this to say about our
film, Money, Banking, and the Federal
fuserpe: "I showed it to my Money
and Banking class today and the students really seemed to get a lot out
of it. I had already covered much of
the subject matter in class, but the
film helped them understand the implications. · I want to congratulate
the Mises Institute for a job we!J
done on the film. It is impressive.
From the graphics and the music to
the old footage of bank runs, everything is first class. The script is very
clear and to the point. No macro or
money and banking course should be
taught without showing this film.
The Mises Institute and those who
sponsored the film should be very
proud-it really is excellent." •
MISES IN ROME

An Italian publisher has kicked
off a new series of books called the
Austrian Library, in which it will
print "the most important works,
not yet translated into Italian, of the
old and new Austrian School of Economics." Their first book is Mises's
Notes and &collections, the affecting
memoir written when he arrived in
the U.S. after fleeing the rise of totalitarianism in Europe. In many
ways, it's a sad book, but it burns
with passion for freedom and the
determination to overcome seeminsurmountable odds . •
THE EARLY YEARS

Austrian Economics: An Anthology
(FEE, 1997), edited by our senior
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Mises scholar Bettina Bien Greaves, is
cause for celebration. The volume contains writings and commentaries on
the formative years of the Austrian
School by Bohm-Bawerk and Mises, as
well as two 19rh -century American
economists chronicling the intellectual
revolution on the Continent.
Mrs. Greaves holds a special
place in the Austrian movement.
Having studied under Mises for
many years, she has devoted her
scholarly life to bibliographic and
biographic work, as well as to keeping his works in print. •
RbPKE
AND THE AUSTRIANS

There seems to be a
Ropke revival underway. t was
kicked off two years ago with Transaction's new edition of The Social
Crisis of Our Time, and the coming
issue of The Review ofAustrian Economics (10:1) offers a major contribution to the debate by our scholar
Ivan Pongracic (Indiana Wesleyan).
His article centers on the question of
whether Mises and Ropke differed on
the moral and economic necessity of
an unhampered market economy. His
answer: an emphatic no.
Ropke, a colleague of Mises's,
lived and taught in Germany before
the Second World War. An opponent
of national socialism like Mises, he
ended up teaching in Geneva during
the war, but came back to Germany to
assist Ludwig Erhard in the post-war
reconstruction of the economy. Pongracic reveals that Ropke thought Germany, in creating a "social market''
economy, didn't go nearly far enough
in freeing the market. •
THE LOVELIEST
VILLAGE

Auburn, the town, is growing
like gangbusters, with its charming
and old-fashioned uptown area attracting new businesses. Student life
is more vibrant than ever, as is the
community of students and scholars
doing work in the Austrian tradition.
Our Monday workshop this quarter

